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Open Day
GOD WILLING

Saturday 9 March 2019
at the Society’s Headquarters

William Tyndale House
29 Deer Park Road, London SW19 3NN

T

he doors open at 11.00am and close at
4.00pm for an afternoon of displays, guided
tours (these will take approximately 90 minutes,
with the last tour commencing at 2.30) and informal
talks. It will include the latest on our translation
projects and opportunities for fellowship, as we once
again present the Society’s work of Bible translation,
publication and distribution. Light refreshments will be
available throughout the afternoon. Please mark your
calendars and make plans to join us if you can.

THE WORD OF GOD AMONG ALL NATIONS
2

Sabbath School
Scripture Learning
Prize Fund

T

he Trinitarian Bible
Society seeks to
encourage and enable
children in the study of
God’s Word by means of the
Sabbath School Scripture
Learning Prize Fund. This
fund was commenced a
number of years ago to
encourage English-speaking
children and young
people to memorise the
Holy Scriptures from the
Authorised (King James)
Version of the Bible.
Under the rules of the Fund
we provide a list of verses to
be memorised by children
in two age groups: those
ten years of age and under,
and those aged eleven
to fifteen. To the younger
children who memorise
their verses, we present
suitably inscribed bonded
leather text Bibles with gilt
page edges. For the older
children, suitably inscribed,
gilt-edged, bonded leather
reference Bibles are awarded.
Those who have memorised
the first set of verses may,
upon reaching eleven years,
receive the reference Bible if
they learn the verses for the
higher age group.

The Society would
encourage all parents, office
bearers and other supporters
of the Society who seek the
spiritual well-being of the
young, whether or not the
children under their charge
attend a Sabbath school, to
request further details of the
Sabbath School Scripture
Learning Prize Fund from the
Grants Department
(grants@tbsbibles.org) at
our London headquarters,
or from any of the Society’s
Branches (for which the
contact details are on the
inside back cover of this
Quarterly Record).
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FROM THE
DESK OF THE

General Secretary

I

the Society’s activities in the First World War
under the title ‘Wars and Rumours of Wars’
will be found in these pages, as will be an
interesting article on the kingdom of Nepal
and the Society’s Nepali Scriptures. The
Editorial Director brings us up to date on
the progress of several current translation
projects in his report, and the Resources
Director draws attention in his report to the
Society’s present financial concerns and
the need for much prayer as the budget for
2019 is prepared. Additionally, reference
is found within the following pages to the
next proposed UK Open Day on 9 March
2019, the Sabbath School Scripture
Learning Prize Fund, the Society’s new Sales
Catalogue and extracts from letters from
those who have received
d Sc
Scri
rip
ptures from
Scriptures
the So
Soci
ciet
etyy.
Society.

n this edition of the Quarterly Record
will be found a very helpful analysis
of the Society’s position regarding the
Authorised (King James) Version of the
English Bible prepared by Philip Hopkins,
the Society’s Senior Editorial Consultant
(Projects), answering questions recently
received by the Society. This paper has
been written to clarify for our supporters
the Society’s editorial policy regarding the
English Bible. We are thankful to Pastor
Michael Harley, a member of the Society’s
General Committee, for his second helpful
devotional article, and to the Rev. John
Thackway, the Vice Chairman of the General
Committee, for his interesting and thoughtprovoking article on ‘Bibles in the High
Street.
Street’. The concluding episode of Dr Debra
Anderson’s series of fascinating articles on

4
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Also please note that with this edition of
the Quarterly Record we are sending out
the Membership Forms for 2019, which
we hope all our supporters will complete
and return so that we have a full record
of all those who prayerfully stand with
us in the important work that we seek
to undertake in the fear of God and for
His honour and glory. We would like the
number of our members to be significantly
increased, and any of our readers who are
not yet members are warmly and earnestly
encouraged to complete the Membership
Form and join the Society.

merchandise, not the details of her
inexhaustible wealth … but handing him a
Bible, she said “Tell the Prince that this is the
Secret of England’s Greatness”’.
Sadly, such a regard for the Word of God
is today very much lacking throughout
not only the United Kingdom but also
throughout almost all parts of the world.
However, although this is sadly so the true
greatness of every nation is very much
bound up with the greatness of this Book.
This Divine Volume is the powerful and
living Word of the Great God. Man’s lack of
The Secret of England’s Greatness by Thomas Jones Barker

Wikimedia Commons

regard for the Bible as the Word of God in
our present day reflects only too well his
almost complete rejection of Almighty God.
Very sadly, this open hostility to God and
the truth of His Word that is so prevalent in
our nations has significantly impacted the
professing church and individual Christians
as the order of society is turned upside
down and evil is called good and good is
called evil (see Isaiah 5.20).

In the National Portrait Gallery there is a
painting of Queen Victoria presenting a
Bible to an ambassador from East Africa in
the Audience Chamber at Windsor. It was
said that when in the 1850s the Queen had
been asked by a diplomatic delegation
how Britain had become so powerful in the
world, ‘our beloved Queen sent him not the
number of her fleet, not the number of her
armies, not the account of her boundless
5
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Therefore, let us remember what the
Word of God says about its Divine
Author. ‘Great is the LORD, and greatly
to be praised; and his greatness is
unsearchable’ (Psalm 145.3). Great is
the Lord. He is Almighty—He has all
might, all power and all authority! He
ever has had and He, and only He, ever
will have. We ought never to forget this
simple and yet most profound truth. The
Lord testifies on every page of the Holy
Scriptures that He is incomprehensibly
great and infinite in all His being. Yet,
whilst this is so very true it is so easy
for us in this day of great spiritual
declension and fearful apostasy to be
unduly influenced by the circumstances
that characterise the world in which we
live and to become unscriptural in our
thinking, and thus limited and restricted
in our appreciation and valuing of the
true nature of the infinite majesty, might
and power of our God.

hand, still has all power in heaven and
in earth (see Matthew 28.18) for the
prosperity and advance of His Kingdom
and the overthrowing and destruction of
all His and our enemies.
Indeed, the Holy Scriptures declare that all
men are wholly dependent upon Almighty
God. They are all but men. The Almighty
God is their Creator, and they are all
wholly subject to Him. Yes, it is He who
sustains their bodies throughout every
moment of their lives. Without His constant
preservation not one of them—or any
of His creatures—could live, whoever
or whatever they may be. Whether our
fellow men are willing to acknowledge
this or not, it is true, for it is in Him that we
and they all ‘live, and move, and have our
being’ (Acts 17.28). Our fellow men may
disagree; they may deride, mock and scoff
at such a statement. They may not believe
in any sense that they have any need of
the God of the Bible. They may refuse to
acknowledge their complete and utter
dependence upon God for everything.
Yet this is the undeniable truth of the Holy
Scriptures respecting ourselves and our
fellow men, whoever they may be and
however arrogantly self-sufficient they
may appear to be. The day is coming when
everyone will individually and personally,
for himself and for herself, bow before the
great God: for some (by the grace of God) it
will be at the Throne of Mercy as they know
final salvation through the finished work
of the Lord Jesus Christ; whilst for others it
will be before Christ the supreme Judge at
the Throne of Judgment when there will be
nothing but the meting out of righteous
justice. Let us never forget that all strength,
might and authority resides in the One
who ‘is angry with the wicked every day’
(Psalm 7.11) and yet ‘came into the world
to save sinners’ (1 Timothy 1.15) and who is
the Refuge and Strength of all His people
(see Psalm 46.1).

Similarly the Lord declares in His Word
that all men, even the greatest of men—
including the most powerful, ablest and
persuasively influential of them—are all
but as absolutely nothing in His sight.
Foolishly we so often fear our fellow
men and are cowered by them and by
their ungodly activities; they appear so
powerful, so very authoritative and so
ruthlessly dominant. They arrogantly
and blasphemously oppose God and
His Word and increasingly seem to have
the upper hand in the conflict between
the world that lies in wickedness (see
1 John 5.19) and the principles of Biblical
Christianity. However, let us never forget
that He who so wondrously delivered
the church at Damascus from the young
Saul of Tarsus—‘a blasphemer, and a
persecutor, and injurious’ (1 Timothy
1.13)—is our God today, and that He,
as the King and Head of His church
enthroned in glory at the Father’s right
6
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In like manner, it is so easy for us to begin
to think that Satan and all the powers
and forces of the kingdom of darkness
must have been given greater control and
authority over every area of the life of our
nations in our day. After all, are we not
seeing all around us our nations sliding
further and further from the ways of truth
and righteousness into abominably evil
and unspeakably wicked practices? The
media seems to be full of nothing but
further manifestations of man’s audacious
and ferocious rebellion against God and
His Word. But whilst this is sadly true it is
not because Satan has been given any
greater degree of unregulated power or
authority than before, although he may
be evidencing more of his cunning ability
to ensnare the souls of men and to blind
their minds and hearts as he deceives and
deludes. Nevertheless, Satan and all the
great hosts of the kingdom of darkness
under his command are still all wholly
restrained, checked and limited in their
activity today as they were in the days of
Job (see Job 1 and 2) by the far greater
power and authority of our great God, who
is and ever will be the Supreme Lord and
Master of all!

dominion over the totality of His creation.
Of course we have neither the capacity
nor the spiritual light and discernment
necessary to see or comprehend the
wonder of what He is doing for the glory
of His Name and the advance of His
Kingdom in this world. Nevertheless,
whilst this is obviously so very true we are
to believe that the Lord is always in His
infinite wisdom most certainly and very
consciously active, mightily, wondrously
and gloriously fulfilling His eternal
purposes, for the glory, praise and honour
of His Name.
Each of the three Persons of the Trinity
are fully engaged in this divine activity,
but it is especially the Lord Jesus Christ
as the King of Kings and Lord of Lords,
the King and Head of His church, who—
enthroned in Glory at His Father’s right
hand—oversees and superintends all the
affairs of His Kingdom here in this world
by His Word and Spirit. He who at the very
beginning of time created the heavens
and the earth is He who today exerts all
power and authority in sustaining and
wholly controlling all things by His divine
power and authority. As such the Lord of
Life and Glory, the Great God and Saviour,
the Divine Redeemer, is described by John
as going ‘forth conquering, and to conquer’
(Revelation 6.2).

Because we cannot begin to know (let
alone comprehend) the immensity of the
Lord’s marvellous and wondrous ways in
attending to the minutia of His dealings
in every area of His creation (and at every
moment of time), we are warned against
despising what we may regard in our
spiritual short-sightedness as a ‘day of small
things’ (see Zechariah 4.10). Our infinitely
mighty and powerful God is constantly and
continuously at work throughout the world
overseeing the perfect outworking of all
the multitudinous affairs of His cause and
Kingdom. This is as they relate individually
and collectively to His church upon
earth, His people and every facet of their
individual lives, and all that relates to His

Thus it is that the Trinitarian Bible Society
continues in its work of assisting with
the translation, the publication and
the distribution of the Holy Scriptures,
believing that our God is, indeed,
working powerfully and mightily
throughout the world, accompanying
His Word—the sword of the Spirit (see
Ephesians 6.17)—with His almighty and
divine power. Whilst the ways the Lord
works are beyond the ability of man to
comprehend (see Isaiah 55.8), we do
know from the testimony of the Holy
7
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Scriptures themselves that ‘The law of the
LORD is perfect, converting the soul: the
testimony of the LORD is sure, making
wise the simple’ (Psalm 19.7). We are thus
to be encouraged in the work that we
are seeking to undertake, not so much
by the testimonies we receive of the
reported effect and influence of the Word
of God upon individuals (interesting
as these reports may be) but rather by
the knowledge revealed in the Word of
God of how the Lord has promised to
use His Word in the salvation of sinners,
the sanctification of His people, the
condemnation of the wicked and the
outworking of all His eternal purposes.
In this wonderful doctrine and truth we
can truly rejoice and be glad, actively
pursuing the great goal and purpose for
which the Society was commenced and
for which it has laboured over the many
years since 1831! We know that the work
in which we are engaged cannot and
will not be in vain (see Isaiah 55.11 and
Hebrews 12.25).

as the waters cover the sea’ (Isaiah 11.9;
see also Habakkuk 2.14). So very unlike
today: in that day ‘all nations shall call him
blessed’ (Psalm 72.17).
In that day we may expect there not only
to be an extraordinarily significant increase
in the demand for faithful translations of
the Word of God, but there will also no
doubt be the very ready provision of all the
resources necessary for such an activity. It
will then be fully understood that the work
in which the Society is engaged is one of
the most important activities in which man
could ever be involved.
Until that wonderful day dawns the work
of translating, publishing and distributing
the Word of God must continue
notwithstanding the evil of our day and
the difficulties associated with it. We must
continue to use the facilities and resources
available to us and be looking to the Lord
for His abundant blessing.
The Society has a very full schedule of
activity for the coming months and years.
This schedule is in addition to the many
other projects we would like to add to
the range of Scriptures with which we are
involved, if the Lord were to provide the
means. The need throughout the world, in
the north, in the south, in the east and in
the west is very, very great. Still there are
millions of our fellow men in many parts
of the world without the Word of God,
the most important and valuable Book in
the whole world. What a need there is to
provide for them this Bible that we have
had available to us in our own language for
so many centuries!

Indeed, it will not only not be in vain,
but it will also ultimately be wholly and
wondrously successful. His Word ‘shall
prosper in the thing whereto’ He has sent
it (see Isaiah 55.11). There is therefore no
question about its fruitfulness or the end
that shall be accomplished by it. As it was
with Habakkuk, who had to stand upon his
watch and wait (Habakkuk 2.1–4) believing
that ‘it will surely come’ (verse 3), so that
day—a day that seems so very impossible
to the unbelieving eye—will yet dawn
when ‘all the ends of the world shall
remember and turn unto the LORD: and all
the kindreds of the nations shall worship
before thee’ (Psalm 22.27). Then ‘the earth
shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD,

Brethren, pray for us!
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HUMAN
FRAILTY

‘LORD, make me to
know mine end,
and the measure of
my days, what it is;
that I may know how
frail I am.’

Psalm 39.4

by Pastor M. J. Harley

I

t would be very beneficial to appreciate
how frail we are. This prayer was the
culmination of a profound work of the
Holy Spirit in David’s heart, the like of which
is not something we would wish upon
ourselves by nature. David was moved to
take heed to his ways, most especially it
would seem concerning his words.

Member of the General Committee
be spared an adverse blow, for none of us
is without sin. So for our help in handling
our parallel situations the Holy Scriptures
record this prayer which is wrenched from
David’s soul.

Sorrow for his sinfulness silenced him
before the Lord. It was for his good. He had
suffered rebuke, a blow from the Lord’s
hand under which he still smarted (Psalm
39.10). Human beauty or attainment of
any sort, however supreme, now seemed
obnoxious to him.

It is good for us to ask the Lord Jesus Christ
to make us know our end, the measure of
our days—but all for the purpose of making
us know how frail we are. We will not be
told how many days remain, simply that
days are few and not to be presumed upon
(Psalm 39.5) and the opportunities brief
(1 Corinthians 7.29).

When finally the Holy Spirit opened his
mouth it was to declare words valid for us all.
He meant those words: ‘make me to
know … how frail I am’. The Lord brought
him to it. None of the Lord’s people will

Even accumulated experience and
knowledge is as nothing compared to

9
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and before the all-wise and all-knowing
Lord (Psalm 39.5). ‘If any man think that he
knoweth any thing, he knoweth nothing yet
as he ought to know’ (1 Corinthians 8.2). Or,
to bring it home, ‘as it is necessary to know’.

David’s final plea for an answer to his
prayer is poignant: ‘I am a stranger with
thee, and a sojourner, as all my fathers were’
(Psalm 39.12). Once David was estranged
from God, as were all mankind, even the
elect among them. Once his communion
with the Saviour was an on and off affair, a
temporary kind, a short-lived stay. Trusting
in physical health or handsomeness,
experience or natural wealth or abilities
caused him to revert to type, to the old
natural man. It was all frailty. We know the
plague of our own heart (1 Kings 8.38) and
by pleading this the Lord’s heart will be
moved to relieve us.

What advantage is there in appreciating
with our hearts, not just our heads, how frail
we are? It is to draw us closer to the Saviour
who is from everlasting to everlasting. ‘And
now, Lord, what wait I for? my hope is in
thee’ (Psalm 39.7). Nothing is more vital
than this. Nothing renews the inward man
like this. Frailty casts us increasingly upon
the Lord. The Apostle Paul writes, ‘we had
the sentence of death in ourselves, that we
should not trust in ourselves, but in God
which raiseth the dead: who delivered us
from so great a death, and doth deliver: in
whom we trust that he will yet deliver us’
(2 Corinthians 1.9–10).

We may also pray with David to appreciate
that our days are as an handbreadth so
that our focus might be the Saviour and
fruitfulness in Him. If we are brought to an
impasse in health, opportunity or spiritual
progress it is that we might wait on the Lord.
‘What wait I for? my hope is in thee. Deliver
me from all my transgressions’ (Psalm
39.7–8).

There is great advantage in being brought
by frailty to seek deliverance from all our
transgressions (Psalm 39.8).The closer
we draw to the Lord and the Lord to us,
the more we shall feel our unworthiness.
‘Let every one that nameth the name of
Christ depart from iniquity’ (2 Timothy
2.19). David’s prayer to know his frailty was
a direct consequence of falling into sin
which might have been avoided by a closer
walk with the Saviour. ‘Be thou my strong
habitation, whereunto I may continually
resort: thou hast given commandment
to save me; for thou art my rock and my
fortress’ (Psalm 71.3).

It may please the Lord to help us obtain a
new spiritual perspective. ‘Then shalt thou
delight thyself in the LORD; and I will cause
thee to ride upon the high places of the
earth’ (Isaiah 58.14).
It may be to spare us for a new lease of
spiritual fruitfulness. ‘They shall still bring
forth fruit in old age; they shall be fat and
flourishing’ (Psalm 92.14).
It may be to stimulate current efforts, for the
time is short and ‘the fashion of this world
passeth away’ (1 Corinthians 7.31).

There can be a great advantage in being
providentially drawn away by frailty from
earthly riches (Psalm 39.6). Close to the
Saviour we learn that His kingdom is not
of this world (John 18.36), that ‘the love
of money is the root of all evil’ (1 Timothy
6.10) and many other suchlike things.
Riches of His glory (Romans 9.23), riches of
His goodness (Romans 2.4) and riches of
His grace (Ephesians 1.7) then appeal to us
far more.

At all events we may lean hard upon the
Holy Scriptures and the Lord Jesus Christ
through them. ‘For all flesh is as grass, and
all the glory of man as the flower of grass.
The grass withereth, and the flower thereof
falleth away: but the word of the Lord
endureth for ever’ (1 Peter 1.24–25).
‘Make me to know … how frail I am’.
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Editorial Director’s
Report
by Jonathan D. Arnold

S

ince the last Editorial article I
have been reminded acutely in
correspondence and conversation that
there are many professing Christians who
do not hold to the inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures or have little understanding of
the doctrine. J. C. Ryle once said, ‘a general
vague belief that the Bible is an inspired
book is common among Christians. Many,
no doubt, could not explain what they
mean. But whether men know it or not,
their belief is well founded. It rests on a
collection of facts which no intelligent,
educated, and honest-minded man can
pretend for a moment to deny’.1
At a recent meeting with our French
revision team I was reminded of the
strong position taken by these revisers
on the basis of their work, the 1872
Lausanne French Bible. This translation was
embarked upon in the nineteenth century
during the Reveil, a renewal of interest in
Biblical Christianity in French Switzerland.
One of the primary translators of the
Lausanne was a man named Louis Gaussen
who was influenced by the Scotsman
Robert Haldane. Gaussen was a minister
in Satigny until he was removed due to his
stand against attacks on Christ’s Divinity
and the inspiration of the Scriptures
(amongst other matters). With his friends

Merle d’Aubigne and Antoine Galland he
formed the Evangelical Society in Geneva
to distribute Bibles and tracts.
During his life he published three major
books against the more liberal clergy of
Switzerland (who were heavily influenced
by Rationalism), most notably his work
Theopneustia: the Plenary Inspiration of
the Holy Scriptures. In this book he clearly
argued that the Old and New Testament
were verbally inspired by God.
Why am I referring you to Gaussen?
Because in the twenty-first century there is
the widespread ignorance of the doctrine
of the divine inspiration of Scriptures even
among those who profess to be Christians,
and the same arguments faced by Gaussen
confront us today. The Trinitarian Bible
Society stands for verbal (every word is
God-given) plenary (all parts of the Bible
are equally authoritative) inspiration (God
supernaturally guided the Biblical authors
to write the exact things that He wanted
to be expressed, albeit in their own styles).
This lies behind why we translate the
Scriptures, which Biblical texts we translate
(Hebrew Masoretic and Greek Received
Text), how we translate the Scriptures, and
who we use to translate the Scriptures.
Charles Spurgeon wrote of Gaussen’s book,
‘The turning-point of the battle between
11
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words ‘once more’ (quoted from Haggai) are
used to form an argument. This is important
because it shows the relevance of every
word and how an accurate translation
is so vital to Bible study, exposition and
preaching. As Gaussen observes of the Lord
Jesus Christ in the New Testament, ‘From his
childhood to the grave, and from his rising
again from the grave to his disappearance
in the clouds, what does he bear always
about with him … It is the Bible, ever
the Bible; it is Moses, the Psalms, and the
prophets: he quotes them, he explains
them … verse by verse, and word by word’.3
From this I hope you will see that the
Society’s stand—that every word that
makes up the Old and New Testament is
inspired—is a Biblical one. As we read in
2 Peter 1.21, ‘For the prophecy came not in
old time by the will of man: but holy men
of God spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost’. The Bible is not a rambling
account by a wordy writer or an inaccurate
report of an honest but fallible eyewitness,
but the penmen were moved by the Holy
Spirit. This should drive us to a translation
approach that seeks to employ formal
equivalence, being less formal only where
the receptor language necessitates it.

those who hold “the faith once delivered
to the saints,” and their opponents, lies in
the true and real inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures. This is the Thermopylae of
Christendom … In this work the author
proves himself a master of holy argument.
Gaussen charms us as he proclaims the
Divine veracity of Scripture. His testimony is
clear as a bell’.2
The Society seeks to ring that same bell. On
the inspiration of the Scriptures the Bible’s
authority stands or falls, and the careful
approach we take to our translations seeks
to recognise and uphold that. As set out
for us in 2 Timothy 3.16–17, ‘All scripture is
given by inspiration of God, and is profitable
for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness: that the man
of God may be perfect, throughly furnished
unto all good works’.
In the Society’s publication The Divine
Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, a quote
from Gaussen points out that the Scriptures
themselves move us to rely on the minute
expressions contained therein. Such is
seen in Hebrew 2.8 (‘For in that he put all
in subjection under him … ’), where an
argument is brought from the usage of the
word translated ‘all’. Or in Hebrews 12.27 the
The French Revision Team

12
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The Bible should form in our minds an
impression that we are dealing with divine
words, and on their veracity we base our
trust for eternity. How much prayer and
grace the Society, its staff and translators
need in such an important task.
Please pray for our French revision team
(pictured opposite) as they labour with the
same burden Gaussen had. And pray that
people may be convinced to hold to faithful
(and skilful) translation against flowery and
inaccurate paraphrases more often than not
based on the Critical Greek Text.
The French Revision team have now
completed the majority of the New
Testament. We published the revised
Gospel according to Matthew in 2015 and
hope to publish the Gospel according to
John in French in 2019 followed by the New
Testament in 2021.

Other translation
updates
We are currently in the final typesetting
stage of the Gospel according to John in
Bulgarian that we hope to have in print over
the next few months. Furthermore, at the
time of writing the print run of the Spanish
New Testament with Psalms and Proverbs is
being completed in South America.
In August meetings with our Chinese
translators and our Amharic translator,
they confirmed that they are on track
to complete their work on the New
Testaments in those languages so we can
print in 2020, the Lord willing.

Online Bible
For some years we have had access to the
2G Online Bible, which will continue to be
available through our website. However, to
make our Bible translations more accessible
online to those parts of the world we may
not reach with printed Scriptures, we have

also developed a digital platform linked
to our new Editorial system that will be
optimised for mobile phones as well as
computers. This will mean you can access
our published Scriptures (for which we have
the appropriate copyright agreements)
online with basic navigation and search
tools. This will commence with the English
in the next month. We are intending to add
more as we digitise our existing translations
and capture our new translations.

Conclusion
Please continue to pray for us as we seek
to uphold the Scriptures with reverence
and awe as the divine special revelation
from God. Some of the articles we produce
are now translated into French, Spanish,
Chinese, Romanian, Hebrew and Dutch (to
name a few). These articles in English have
proved useful for Christians and churches
in their stand for the truth of the Scriptures,
and in other languages help to instruct on
the truths of inspiration and preservation. In
some cases these articles form a necessary
basis for our work, and in others they
strengthen the understanding of faithful
men and women that the Bible placed in
their hands is a translation of the inspired
Word of God. In all cases we recognise that
‘Except the LORD build the house, they
labour in vain that build it: except the LORD
keep the city, the watchman waketh but
in vain’ (Psalm 127.1).
Endnotes
1. J. C. Ryle, ‘The Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures’,
Tracts of J. C. Ryle, latimerhall.org/library/Tracts_of_
JC_Ryle/inspiration_of_the_bible.doc, accessed
21 September 2018.
2. C. H. Spurgeon in L. Gaussen, Theopneustia, The
Plenary Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, revised
edition, David Scott trans. (Chicago, IL, USA: The Bible
Institute Colportage Ass’n, n.d.), p. ii. archive.org/
details/MN41625ucmf_3, accessed 21 September
2018.
3. Ibid., p. 94.
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Five questions
about the Authorised
(King James) Version

by Philip Hopkins
Senior Editorial Consultant - Projects
[Ed. note: The answers to the following
points were prepared last year by our then
Editorial Director, Philip Hopkins. At the
December 2017 meeting of the General
Committee these answers were accepted
as TBS policy and approved for publication
(with slight adjustments to the format) in
the Quarterly Record magazine.]

questions on their minds. We hope
that the publication of the Society’s
responses to these points will be of
help in understanding our position on
these matters.

1.

Is it not better to translate the
Word into languages that are
still lacking the Scriptures in the
vernacular rather than revising extant
versions?

Introduction

T

he following points were raised
through our Canadian branch,
but we know that the Society’s
supporters across the world may have
had these specific queries or similar

T

he Society is dependent on the
Lord raising up suitably qualified
men to undertake the very difficult
and responsible task of Bible translation
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and revision, and for bringing them into
contact with us. (It should be added
that in such work we regard spiritual
qualifications as being even more
important than academic credentials.)
We are therefore guided by which
personnel the Lord brings into our
pathway in answer to prayer. From time
to time we do actively take the initiative
to seek out men for particular projects
and languages, but in the overwhelming
majority of cases the Lord brings us the
contacts and the projects. This being the
case we bow to the Lord’s sovereign will,
whether the personnel brought to us are
seeking to revise a corrupt version in their
language or desiring to prepare a faithful
copy of God’s Word in their tongue for the
first time.
It should also be stated that the Society’s
aim is to prepare faithful editions of the
Scriptures for circulation. Therefore in all
our revision projects we are not merely
updating the language but bringing the
text into closer conformity to the Hebrew
Masoretic Text of the Old Testament and
the Greek Received Text of the New Testament. For example, in both our Persian
Bible and Spanish Bible revision projects
we discovered dozens of instances in
the older editions we were revising
where the Greek Critical Text had been
used and these places thus needed to
be thoroughly revised to conform to the
Received Text.
It is our privilege to be a handmaid
to the churches across the world and
to be engaged in supporting them to
prepare a faithful copy of God’s Word
in their language, whether that is by
way of revising an existing edition or
preparing a fresh translation. However,
we leave God to set the priorities for
us through His provision of suitable
personnel and the resources to carry
out the work.

2.

The Society is engaged in
revising Bibles in several
languages such as the French, Chinese
and Bulgarian but does not seem to
see a need to revise the Authorised
(King James) Version. How can she
claim that the Authorised Version
needs no revision while other
versions dating from roughly the
same time period do need revision or
retranslation?

A

s mentioned before, in the revision
projects the Society undertakes it is
not merely to update the language
but often primarily to bring the text closer
to the Hebrew Masoretic and Greek Received Texts. The Society does not claim
perfection for the Authorised (King James)
Version, but we have examined its text
and are convinced that it does not need
textual revision.
Furthermore, in a number of the
languages in which the Society is
revising (or has revised) older editions
of the Scriptures such as the Spanish,
Portuguese, Romanian and French, there
are established and recognised national
or international language academies
which set down and establish rules of
grammar and spelling. The conventions
that these language academies institute
quickly pass into usage such that we are
almost obliged in some languages to
update our work in response to these
changes. English has no such equivalent
academic or linguistic body controlling
the language.
In some of the languages in which the
Society is working (or has been working),
such as Chinese, Spanish, Maltese, Persian,
Polish, Romanian and Bulgarian, the pace
and extent of change far exceeds what
we have seen in English. Some of these
languages have changed far more in one
hundred years—often at the behest of
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governments and language academies—
than English has changed in four hundred
years. Far-reaching changes in some of
these languages have included the introduction of new alphabet scripts and new
conventions for spelling and grammar.
Furthermore in English the AV and its
Biblical terminology has permeated to a
far greater extent in wider society than
in almost any other language, meaning
again that the need for linguistic revision
of the AV is far less than for equivalent
seventeenth-century Bibles in most other
languages.

our support base, let alone the wider AVusing Christian public.
Moreover, the extent of any revision and
its parameters would be extremely difficult to define and to keep within bounds.
The retention of ‘thee’ and ‘thou’ and ‘thy’,
etc., is an essential and helpful feature of
accuracy pertaining to the AV, coming as
it does from the underlying Hebrew and
Greek texts. Any right-thinking revision
committee should surely retain this useful
and distinctive feature. But thus far all revisions of the AV—heavy and light, large
and small—have seen fit to jettison the
second person singular forms.1 Even a Society-led revision that left them in would
probably result in an edition that only
satisfied a few, leading to fragmentation
among our support base as a disaffected
and disappointed majority would either
move to other versions or cling to the old
standard edition of the AV. A new revision
of the AV by the Society would thus damage our work, and very likely damage the
use of the AV itself.

It also has to be stated that throughout
the English-speaking world there are not
to be found scholars with the level of
Godliness and classical education as were
available in the days when the AV was
prepared. A few years of Greek and Hebrew at Bible college today do not equate
to the lifelong study of these languages
enjoyed by the translators of the AV, many
of whom were learning Greek from the
age of five and Hebrew from the age of
ten and to a far higher standard than we
see in today’s education systems.

In principle the Society is not opposed
to there being a revision of the AV, but it
would need to be at a time when there is
a greater level of consensus in the Englishspeaking Christian world and at a juncture
when revival has added to the church
men with the Godliness, wisdom and
language skills to undertake a fifth official
revision of this venerable Bible. Until that
day the Society should not be adding to
the plethora of Bible editions which all
claim to be the natural successor to the
AV and yet which have all signally failed in
that endeavour.

Moreover there is no consensus among
the English-speaking churches today
as there was in the days of King James I
of England when everyone engaged
in preparing the AV—even with the
involvement of both Puritans and High
Churchmen—operated within the
Anglican Church and under the authority
of the king. Today, English Christianity
is massively fractured and fragmented,
and it would be an almost impossible
task to gather together a strong team
of sufficiently-qualified men who would
hold the widespread respect and support
of English Christendom. Realistically
the work of any revision committee
that could be set up today, even if
supported by the Society, would only
find acceptance amongst a minority of

It should be added that the Society is not
revising the Chinese Bible, but preparing
a new translation directly from the Biblical
languages. Although the original purpose
was to revise the Chinese Union Version
(CUV), that edition was found to be too far
16
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3. If a revision is undertaken on the
terms suggested there would be an
immediate outcry: why not change
the older spellings as well, such
as ‘shew’ to ‘show’ and ‘musick’ to
‘music’? However, even the change of
spellings is not straightforward. What
of the difference between British and
American spellings: which should have
precedence? And perhaps ‘uttermost’
to ‘outermost’ could or even should
fall into such a category, which would
render Hebrews 7.25, ‘Wherefore
he is able also to save them to the
outermost that come unto God by
him, seeing he ever liveth to make
intercession for them’: this doesn’t
have quite the same ring about it as
found with ‘uttermost’. And in that
verse shouldn’t ‘wherefore’ become
‘therefore’?

from the underlying Greek and Hebrew to
provide an appropriate basis for our work.
The best we are able to manage is to retain some of the established ecclesiastical
terminology from the CUV.

3.

The margins in the Westminster
Reference Bible include
contemporary terms for archaic words
(leasing, kine, prevent) as well as
definitions for theological terms such
as propitiation. Would a light revision
that replaces the archaic terms with
contemporary terms not be in order?

A

s mentioned in the answer to point
two, any revision by the Society is
bound to fail at the present juncture when the English-speaking Christian
world is so fragmented and when suitably
gifted and qualified men are scarcely to be
found. In addition, it would be exceedingly
difficult to keep a revision within limited
parameters.

4. Supposing we do implement a revision to replace the archaic terms and
a reform of the spellings, notwithstanding the foregoing difficulties:
would that satisfy everyone, most
people, just a few, or indeed anyone?
It is very likely that it would further
splinter our support base and lead to
the fracturing of families, congregations and even whole denominations.
It would certainly further weaken the
ability of Godly Christians to quote
Scripture in the same form to one
another and diminish the capacity to
speak the same Scriptural language
one to another.

The stated parameter here in the question
is the exchanging of archaic terms with
contemporary terms. There are several fundamental problems with this suggestion.
1. Determining exactly which words and
terms are archaic and which are not.
For example, ‘pitcher’ is rarely used in
British English and it would be considered archaic by an English speaker in
the UK and yet it is a current, commonly-used term in American English. (The
British English equivalent term ‘jug’
would be equally unfamiliar to American readers.)
2. There are not always precise equivalents in contemporary English for
archaic words. A text which requires
several contemporary words to replace
an older term would be clumsy and
awkward, detracting from the succinct
beauty of the AV.

None of the above-mentioned points
represents desirable outcomes. Given
these problems it is surely far better for
the Society to use their scarce resources to
prepare Scriptures for languages which do
not have them at all or which do not have
a faithful edition rather than adding to the
great number of existing (failed) revisions
of the AV.
17
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The Society has critiques of
several critical translations
including the NKJV. However, there
are several other recent translations
that claim to use today’s English while
remaining transparent to the Received
Text. Does the Society have concerns
about these translations such as the
King James 2000 and the 21st Century
King James Bible? These claim that
they are the ‘same’ as the KJV except
for replacing the archaic expressions.

4.

Bibles.2 This copyright requirement3 often
forces revisers of the AV into making more
changes than they might otherwise make
and that can result in additional unnecessary or idiosyncratic changes. Thus it can
be seen that there are various reasons why
present revisions of the AV fall short of the
Society’s standards. The problems associated with even supposedly minor revisions
highlight the great difficulty of producing a
widely-acceptable, appropriate new edition
of the AV.

T

5.

he Society has limited editorial
resources to address minor revisions
of the AV which will not be widely
used and/or widely accepted. For example,
a decade ago the Society undertook a
review of the 21st Century King James Bible
and found it problematic. More recently the
author of this reply took a brief look at that
edition and was amazed at the amount of
additional non-Biblical text on each page.
Further, this edition very surprisingly leaves
in a number of archaisms and yet jettisons
the accurate second personal singular in
all its forms. It is a poor attempt to revise
the AV that very few would wish to use,
and indeed it has not found widespread
acceptance.

Conversely, others appreciate
the Society’s stance on retaining
the Authorised (King James) Version
in unaltered form.

W

e thank God for those who stand
with us. The Society’s Statement
of Doctrine of Holy Scripture is
a very suitable and concise expression
of the Society’s textual and translational
principles. It certainly merits being more
widely known and read than it is. To this
end it is hoped that before long we can
republish the Statement in booklet form
to enable wider circulation. [Ed. note:
The Society’s Statement of Doctrine of
Holy Scripture is currently available to
view online at www.tbsbibles.org/page/
DoctrineofScripture.]

There have been a number of minor revisions of the AV, particularly in the last thirty
years, by individuals and small groups.
These editions, whilst sincerely prepared,
bare all the hallmarks of individual idiosyncrasies that do not commute into usable
editions of God’s Word for congregations,
much less denominations. The Society’s
scarce resources do not stretch to being
used to provide the oxygen of bad publicity
to revisions of the AV which self-evidently
disqualify themselves as being viable alternatives to the AV.

Endnotes
1. These forms are, of course, retained in
modern usage in many other languages,
including the related languages of French,
German, Dutch and Spanish.
2. Both in terms of wording and
typesetting/Bible format.
3. Such as the agreement the Society has
with Cambridge University Press to publish
the Authorised (King James) Version.

It must also be noted that every Bible that
is published with copyright should differ in
a significant way from other copyrighted
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2018–2019
Sales Catalogue

T

he Society is pleased to announce
the publication of our Sales
Catalogue for 2018 and 2019. The
ation on all
catalogue provides information
our current publications,
including full colour
images. It also has page
sizes of most items and
a chart of the print sizes
for both our English and
non-English Bibles. With
each item is its price in the
currencies of our branches.
At the back are a brief look
at how our Bibles are madee
and a glossary of terms
used in the catalogue.

The new catalogue will be
sent free of charge to all
those who have elected to
receive materials from us.
If you do not receive a copyy
and would like one, please
contact your local TBS officee
(contact details at the back
of this Quarterly Record).
The catalogue in PDF is alsoo
available on our website at
www.tbsbibles.org/
resource/resmgr/store/
Sales-Catalogue.pdf
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Nepali
Kathmandu, Capital of Nepal

Christianity in name first reached
the country when Roman
Catholic Capuchin monks
were invited there in
1715. In time these
monks were suspected
of being spies and
were thus banished
with their followers
to India. However, the
arrival of better things
was not to be deferred
for many more years!
In 1793 William Carey arrived
in Calcutta, India, and helped to
set up a printing press which led to the
publication of Scriptures in forty different
languages. The Nepali New Testament
was published in 1821 and quickly began
to infiltrate the borders of Nepal. Those
who were converted were expelled to
Darjeeling, India, where they waited until
the late 1800s for re-entry into Nepal.
Another period of expulsion followed, but
by the 1950s Christian missionaries and
other foreigners were again permitted in

Introduction

N

epal is a small
country of 27.8
million people,
sandwiched between
the vast nations of
India and China. The
Nepali language is
mother tongue to 16
million, and lingua
franca to many more.
Besides in Nepal, the
language is spoken in
parts of India and Bhutan.
It is derived from Sanskrit, the
foundation shared by several neighbouring
languages.

Christianity in Nepal
For much of the religious history of
Nepal, Christians suffered persecution
and suspicion. Their faith was sometimes
banned, whilst at other times they had to
live quiet, inconspicuous lives to avoid open
persecution.
20
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Nepal. Whilst their religion
was now accepted
proselytisation was
banned. However, Christ
had said that He would
build His church, and
even under such
persecution
many real
converts were
made. The Nepalispeaking church
continues to grow today.

Bible Translation
The New Testament was published
in 1821, but it would take nearly a century
for the whole Bible to appear, produced
by the British and Foreign Bible Society in
1914. However, between the publication of
the New Testament and the complete Bible
the BFBS had moved away from using the
Greek Received Text and tended towards
less formal translation principles, leaving a
less than reliable Bible. In 1979 American
missionaries working in Nepal had a burden
to produce a better Nepali Bible, returning
not only to the sound underlying Greek text

but also improving the language itself,
which had become
outdated.
A native Nepali
speaker based in
Darjeeling and a
Swiss missionary
in Nepal undertook
the task of a new
translation using
sound principles,
and in the 1990s the
New Testament was published,
followed in 2011 by the whole Bible.
The TBS Nepali Bible is principally in
the Nepali dialect spoken in India,
although efforts were made to ensure
that it could be read by Nepali speakers
worldwide.
The Lord has blessed the circulation of
tens of thousands of TBS Nepali Bibles
over recent years, and it has been in
high demand among a wide range
of conservative congregations and
denominations. An audio edition of the
New Testament has been produced, and a
Braille version is in preparation.

2211

Free Bibles on the
High Street
by the Rev. John Thackway
Vice-Chairman of the General Committee

Street. On this table are Trinitarian Bible
Society Classic Reference Bibles and copies
of the Gospel Standard Trust Publications
children’s books by B. A. Ramsbottom. A
sign on the front of the table makes clear
that these items are free and not for sale.

This is the second article in our occasional
series in which ideas for circulating the Holy
Scriptures are discussed. The first article,
'How to offer free Bibles on your website',
can be found in Quarterly Record no. 622
(January to March 2018). The purpose of
this article, chiefly written by the Rev. John
Thackway, minister of Holywell Evangelical
Church in North Wales and Vice-Chairman
of the General Committee of the Trinitarian
Bible Society, explains how a literature table
in a public place can easily be used as a
distribution channel for Bibles.

E

Our friends have been doing this work
for many months now. It started from our
regular monthly church witness in the high
street. A number of us give out Gospel
tracts (including TBS Bible verse leaflets)
and at the close Pastor John Thackway
preaches the Gospel. Before and after
this we meet for prayer to ask the Lord for
strength and wisdom and for His saving
blessing upon our endeavours.

ach Saturday morning two members
of Holywell Evangelical Church, North
Wales, sit at a table in Holywell High
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Burden
These two brethren felt led of the Lord
to sow His written Word, and sought the
church’s permission to augment the witness
by having a book table. We were very
happy to give it our blessing and to support
this work by our prayers and financial
help. It thrills us to know that our town is
experiencing the light of God’s Word, and
we can even share in the noble accusation,
‘ye have filled Jerusalem [or in our case
Holywell] with your doctrine’ (Acts 5.28).

Holywell

Holywell has a population of around
8,000 and by now the Bible book table is
something of an institution. They often

find that people approach the table and
will talk. Not always friendly, but in most
cases the Gospel is shared and where
appropriate a Bible is offered—or in the
case of younger ones, one of the children’s

books. Some who have not taken up the
offer of a Bible have nonetheless taken
God’s Word in the form of tracts.

TBS Poster
The table is in a disused shop doorway,
so that if it rains there is some shelter.
Prominently displayed behind is a TBS
poster. Evie, the
Labrador puppy
belonging to one
of the men, is also a
talking-point which
often leads to a
witness for the Gospel
and the offer of a
Bible.
Just a few yards away
is a notorious public
house where men
spend the day drinking and, in some cases,
getting high on drugs. Some who come
out for a smoke come to the table. At first
their banter was bawdy and blasphemous.
However, nowadays, following patient
attempts to show Christian love and
concern, the interaction is more respectful
and friendly. Some have taken Bibles and
listened to the Gospel message.

Feature
An interesting feature of the witness
has been the number of children and
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witness in Holywell—a Roman Catholic
town known more for St Winefride’s
Well than for the truth of God’s Word.
May it please God to make this town
(and many others) known for the
glorious Gospel of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ!

young people who have come up to talk.
In some cases these youngsters have
attended our Sabbath School in the past,
or listened to Pastor Thackway when he
spoke at their school assembly. Thus one
thing leads to another, and we trust and
pray that, under God, the cumulative
effect of this witness will be crowned
with saving results.

Next Steps

Permission

If you are interested in pursuing the idea
of setting up a free literature table for your
local area, consider working through the
following steps.

We heartily recommend this form
of witness to other churches. Before
beginning such a work, it is wise to obtain
permission from the local authority. It
should be stressed that the Bibles and
other materials will not be for sale but will
be given away. Normally there will be no
objection, but in these anti-Christian days
request for permission should be covered
by much prayer. The Lord who moved
King Cyrus to decree the return of the Jews
from captivity
and other kings
to furnish the
remnant with
what they
needed, can open
the way similarly
in our situation
(the king’s heart,
as well as that
of your local
authority, are in
the Lord’s hand—
Proverbs 21.1).

1. Commit the idea to the Lord in prayer.
2. Share this article with the leader(s) of
your church, chapel or assembly.
3. Establish who would take responsibility
for the work.
4. Agree which items would be offered
and arrange for their
purchase.
5. Obtain permission
from your local
authority, stressing
that the Bibles and
other literature
would not be for sale
but free of charge.
6. Commence the
work in dependence on
the Lord.
7. Provide regular
re
reports
to the church so
tha
that the members can join
the work
w through prayer.

We continue to pray
that the Lord will
mightily own this workk and
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The
Treasury
From David J. Broome
Resources Director

I

n the Scriptures we are instructed to
‘Remove not the ancient landmark, which
thy fathers have set’ (Proverbs 22.28).
This is a very profitable instruction for a
Christian organisation such as the Trinitarian
Bible Society. Under God, we believe that
the Society is as strongly committed to its
founding principles of 1831 as it ever was,
these having been so ably expressed in our
Constitution, an ‘ancient landmark’ which our
‘fathers have set’.
Recently my family and I were privileged to
revisit several of the ancient landmarks in
Wales that are so closely connected with the
Society’s origins. Many of our readers are
no doubt familiar with the account of Mary
Jones’s great thirst for a Bible: how she saved
up for six years, and in the year 1800 at the
age of fifteen walked alone to Bala—a return
trip of fifty-two miles—across the mountains
to obtain a Welsh Bible (the William Morgan
edition) from the Rev. Thomas Charles.
Mary’s zeal so moved this faithful servant of
God that he proposed to the council of the
Religious Tract Society that a Bible society
be set up to supply the great need for Welsh
Bibles, which led to the formation of the
British and Foreign Bible Society, from which
came the TBS in 1831.
Whilst in Wales we were also favoured to

visit the 1545 birthplace and childhood
home of William Morgan at Tŷ Mawr in the
Wybrnant valley. William Morgan began
work on a translation of the Old Testament
into Welsh in the early 1580s and published
this, together with a revision of Salesbury’s
New Testament, in 1588. This remains the
most faithful Welsh Bible translation to this
day, being based on the trustworthy Hebrew

William Morgan's birthplace

Masoretic and Greek Received texts and
translated using the formal equivalence
method. The William Morgan Welsh Bible is
currently out of print, but the TBS is actively
working on republishing it as soon as we are
able.
June and July 2018 were extremely dry in
the UK, and while we were at Tŷ Mawr the
caretaker mentioned that he had come
within a couple of days of running out of
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legacy income in 2018. Normally this income
would have been carried forward and used
to support the 2019 budget. This, combined
with the matter of John Wycliffe House, has
left us with severe challenges in reaching a
sustainable budget for 2019. We seek your
urgent prayers that the Lord would appear
for us financially once again, and also that He
would grant much wisdom to the Society’s
Trustees and Senior Management.

water—his house is supplied from the
mountain stream which very nearly dried
up. How thankful we are that the heavenly
river can never run dry (see Revelation 22.1);
it flows to mankind abundantly through
the very Word that William Morgan was so
burdened to translate for his own people
and that Mary Jones so eagerly sought.
How powerful God’s Word is under the
operations of the Holy Spirit, and yet
without His work the bare Word will do no
lasting spiritual good. It is like downpours
of rain on the hard-baked ground after
a drought; it simply runs off and there is
no lasting effect (cf. Luke 8.6, 13). But let
the gentle rains come first (Deuteronomy
32.2) and gradually soften the hard earth
so that it becomes ‘good ground’ (cf. Luke
8.8, 15); then it can receive the heavier
rains and there is an effect (Isaiah 44.3–4).
Such is often the way of the Holy Spirit in
using the Word in the conversion of sinners
and the restoring of backsliders. We seek
prayer that the Lord would mightily use
the Scriptures sent forth by the Society in
the furtherance of these great works of
salvation in sinners’ hearts.

In the context of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) we are very thankful
to all our supporters in the UK and Europe
who have expressed their communications
preferences to us by returning their Personal
Information and Communication Preferences
Form or who completed the equivalent
online. However, at the time of writing there
is a reasonable proportion of our mailing list
who we have not yet heard from. If we do
not hear, we will be unable to continue to
communicate with you regularly other than
where you had previously indicated a wish to
receive the Quarterly Record magazine which
we can continue to send.
We are pleased to report that the Society’s
new business system and website (YM) has
been launched for our branches in Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, following the
launch in the UK and USA last autumn, and
our old website has now been closed. We
are very happy to receive feedback and
provide help with any issues that you have
experienced with the new website. The YM
system and website gives us more flexibility
to communicate with our supporters.
Indeed, those who have requested email
communications should have already started
receiving the Society’s email newsletter.

At the time of writing the Lord has not yet
seen fit in His infinite wisdom to send a
tenant for the Society’s investment property,
John Wycliffe House, after nearly a year of
advertising. This matter is becoming an
increasing concern because the Society
is around £210,000 per annum worse off
without a tenant, meaning the Society’s
General Fund budget will be significantly
impacted in 2019. We seek your prayers
that a suitable tenant may be provided, but
if it is not His will to do so that the General
Committee and Senior Management would
be given much wisdom to know what to do.

We remain deeply thankful to all our
members, supporters and friends for their
partnership with us in this work, practically,
financially, and especially in prayer, and
we gratefully acknowledge receipt of
anonymous gifts totalling £3,222.35 for the
period April to June 2018.

In addition, the Society in the UK is facing
another significant financial challenge:
whereas historically legacy income has
averaged around £400,000 per annum, there
has been an almost complete absence of
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Membership
Renewal
Membership subscriptions for 2019 are now due

E

very year we ask our supporters and
friends to consider membership of
the Society. Membership has benefits
for both you and us. As a member, you
can participate more fully in the work and
witness of the Society, and vote at our
Annual General Meeting. And your annual
subscription fee, held at a minimum for
many years, helps support the Society in our
day-to-day activities as we seek to distribute
the Scriptures across the world.

As the new year approaches, we once
again invite you to affirm your prayerful
association with the Society by
completing the membership form which
you will find included with printed copies
of this Quarterly Record or online at
www.tbsbibles.org/membership.
Membership runs from January to
December and is renewable annually.
However, forms received after 1 October
will be counted for the following calendar
year unless you request otherwise.
Membership forms can be completed
online; or you may use the paper form
which can be returned directly to the
Society’s International Headquarters, to
your national Branch secretary (addresses
are given in the back of the Quarterly
Record), or to your local auxiliary secretary.
Please contact us if you have not received a
membership form or would like additional
copies. People wishing to begin or
renew their membership must fill out a

membership form each year. Husbands
and wives may use one paper form, but
both must complete and sign; husbands
and wives applying online must complete
separate applications using separate
online accounts. Life members must also
complete a membership form yearly. (Life
membership is no longer available for new
applicants.)
Payment of the subscription fee can be
made by cheque, debit or credit card
(please provide your telephone number
so we can call to receive details) or online.
Supporters who make regular donations
by standing order direct into the Society’s
bank account can count one of these as a
subscription—please indicate this on your
completed membership form. (Please see
the membership form in print or online
at www.tbsbibles.org/membership for
payment details.) Life members need not
pay a subscription fee.
Our Quarterly Record magazine, which is
free upon request, is also sent automatically
to all of the Society’s members, unless you
advise us on the membership form that you
receive it from another source or online.
To all who have faithfully supported us
through membership, and to those who will
take this opportunity to join, we, and those
around the world who have received faithful
copies of the Scriptures, are deeply thankful.
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PA R T F O U R
The New Year
of 1918

1918 this situation would relieve the
Central Powers of the need to expend
energy and manpower on the Eastern
Front. The Germans were thus enabled to
launch a spring offensive on the Western
Front which they hoped would bring a
swift end to the war before the Americans
arrived in force. It was not to be, and as
spring moved into summer the German
offensive stalled and fresh American troops
arrived.

D

ecember 1917 saw the end of
Russia’s official participation in
World War 1, but the impact of
their peace treaty with Germany left large
areas of Eastern Europe under German
control. Within the first two months of
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pay, alcohol limits and overtime work—
including work on the Lord’s Day—and
strikes and work slowdowns were frequent.
The war which was supposed to be over
before Christmas 1914 was in its fourth
year.
Russian and German delegations meet to sign the
Treaty of Brest that ended Russia’s involvement
in the war

The first quarter of 1918 would see
another, deadlier scourge than the war: the
Spanish flu. On 4 March Private Albert
Gitchell, a young cook stationed at Fort
Riley, Kansas, USA, was diagnosed with
the first known case. Within a few hours
more than one hundred soldiers at Fort
Riley were taken ill with the flu. A week
later it was nearly five hundred. This was
just the first wave.
Following on from the speech on 5 January
1918 by British Prime Minister David
Lloyd George in which he presented his
thoughts on the end of the war and his
desire for moderation
against the Germans,
American President
Woodrow Wilson
proclaimed an admirable
aim: ‘to vindicate the
principles of peace and
justice in the life of the
Woodrow Wilson
world’.1
In January 1918 Wilson expanded this
view with his Fourteen Points, which
would serve some months later as a basis
for a treaty intended to end the war and
produce a lasting peace. The problem
was that the objective depended on the
integrity of man, an integrity which a
short two decades later (and every decade
since) would display its unreliability.
On the British home front, rationing of
meat, sugar and butter caused frustration.
Labour unions were upset with prices,

As TBS reported, Britain’s King
George V encouraged his subjects to
look to the Lord.
 Sunday, 6 January 1918, has been set
apart by Royal Proclamation for a Day of
Prayer. It behoves us to obey this order as
loyal subjects, according to the Word of
God. [QR232, January 1918, p. 3]2

Places of worship were available to
all. However, as some noted,
 my short experience shows me that
very, very few of the so-called Christian
workers teach the truth; the most they
can do for the soldier is to make him a
good sober citizen. They appear to know
nothing of the work of God in the new
creation. The hopeless, helpless sinnership
of the natural man is never heard, and
the glories of the Christ of God are never
declared. [QR232, January 1918, p. 9]

But the Word of God will not stop its
work.
 So much of the literature which is
supposed to help men to a knowledge of
God, is, to speak mildly, a perversion of
the truth, and merely leads men to man
and not to God; but you have put into
my hands the Word of Life itself. [QR232,
January 1918, p. 10]
 There are hundreds of Australian
soldiers here, as this is a convalescent base
for such, and thus there is a large ﬁeld
for operations. I have given away all the
suitable literature I had with me, and the
heart goes out to them, sheep without a
shepherd, and many of them maimed for
life. [QR232, January 1918, p. 8]
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 Many thanks for the large and very
valuable parcel of New Testaments,
Scripture Portions, etc. It is like
ammunition for the ﬁring line. [QR232,
January 1918, p. 11]

That work continued to meet the
growing need for Scriptures in
many different languages. At the
beginning of the year three new
portions of Scripture were added to
TBS’s list of foreign Scriptures: the
Gospel according to John in Arabic,
and the Epistle to the Romans in
Russian and in Spanish. Others were
planned as need arose.

ANZAC s : Over 400,000 enlisted , 60,000 never to
return, 156,000 either gassed or wounded.

 Could you kindly send a few more
khaki Testaments? The men are
constantly asking for them to take away
with them to the Front. [QR232, January
1918, p. 8]
 Owing to the large movement of
troops, now taking place, I am having a
great demand for New Testaments. I have
given away over a hundred during the last
week. [QR232, January 1918, p. 8]

 Free grants of Bibles, Testaments,
and Portions have been made for Jewish
soldiers, on the battle-ﬁelds of Europe;
for work among German prisoners in
England; for our Portuguese Allies, who
are training in this country; for several
Hospitals and Inﬁrmaries; for Orphan
Homes; for the Stockwell Orphanage;
for Sunday Schools; for Churches and
Chapels; for our Sailors and Soldiers; and
for English and Foreign sailors. [QR232,
January 1918, p. 3]

 Do I understand that your Society
sends free Testaments for distribution
to troops? We have nearly ten thousand
troops here, and constant drafts coming
from overseas. I could make good use of
some. [QR232, January 1918, p. 9]
 Thank you so much for Army
Testaments, and additional Epistles and
Scripture leaﬂets. I have a large scope,
many I come in contact with have not
God’s Word, and often I am asked for a
Testament. [QR232, January 1918, p. 10]

 Will you kindly send me some Bibles
and copies of the New Testament. I visited
a hospital for wounded soldiers a few days
ago, and did not see a Bible or a single
Portion. The copies of the Scriptures in
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the German language were well received
by the prisoners. [QR232, January 1918,
p. 11]
 A Bengali sailor in the Birkenhead
Borough Hospital showed me a wellthumbed copy of the Gospel according
to St. John; and another man in the ward
said, ‘He’s always reading it’. [QR232,
January 1918, p. 11]

Spring 1918
Battle affected all kinds of people.
Some noted that rationing was more
than just a matter of deprivation at
home.
 In speaking of our Merchant Sailors
the leading Daily Papers have reminded
us over and over again of the pluck and
courage of these men, who take their lives
in their hands and risk much in supplying
us with the necessities of life. Some
whose ships have been torpedoed, when
saved from a watery grave, have been
ready to join on again. How few think of
these brave men who are employed on
these perilous voyages to keep us from
starvation! [QR233, April 1918, p. 10]

Meanwhile, finances were stretched
in many directions, including at the
Society.
 £500 is needed at once to meet the
urgent demands that are made upon
our stock for these [Navy and Army]
Testaments. The work is of the utmost
importance, as the men who go forth
to defend our homes do so at the risk
of their lives both on sea and land. Our
soldiers going to the various battleﬁelds
have to cross the sea, so that the same
dangers beset them as our sailors. Shall
we let them go forth without the Word of
Life? [QR233, April 1918, pp. 3–4]

 The work among our soldiers is as
necessary as ever. Fresh drafts of men are
being trained and sent to the Front, who
are anxious to have a copy of the New
Testament. The cost of producing these
Testaments has increased 50 per cent., and
we are in need of a fresh supply. [QR233,
April 1918, p. 8]

Requests for Scriptures continue as
the war rages on.
 There are no fewer than six buildings
used as hospitals in S—. I, with the help
of one or two, am specially interested in
three of the hospitals. The Lord supply all
the need of His servants, who so diligently
endeavour to produce Scriptures
connected with the War. [QR233, April
1918, p. 7]
 I am a worker among soldiers and their
families who are stationed in the Island of
Jersey. Many men come to the island on
leave from the war fronts, and when they
leave I thought it would be good to give
them a Testament or Portion to take back
with them. [QR233, April 1918, p. 9]

The requests come not just for
military personnel, but also for
those at home.
 We come again asking for a grant
from your Society of Bible Portions for
the Mission, which is now mainly to the
mothers, wives, sisters, and children of the
men who are ﬁghting and dying for our
country. [QR233, April 1918, p. 7]

And the foreign military are not
forgotten.

Met a Chinese sailor just out of
hospital and gave him some food and a
Gospel in his own tongue. He manifested
much delight at receiving his own
language, and began reading it right away.
As he was sailing by passenger boat for
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Summer 1918

Holyhead I handed him over to the aliens
oﬃcer. Next day this oﬃcer informed me
that the Chinaman was very grateful and
showed the oﬃcer the Gospel. [QR233,
April 1918, pp. 10–11]

American troops arrive in force and the
Allies push the Central Powers back.
By July the German army starts to
collapse while three more nations—Haiti,
Honduras and Czecho-Slovakia—join the
Allied war effort.


Met a torpedoed Russian and gave
him tea, Russian booklets and Gospel. He
manifested surprise and delight in reading
in his own tongue. [QR233, April 1918,
p. 11]

King George V and Queen Mary call
for 4 August—the fourth anniversary of
the beginning of the war—to be a day
of national prayer, asking God to bring
peace. One hundred days later—in early
November—the Lord answers that prayer.


Some French ships in just now were
most keen in getting copies [of the
Scriptures]. A boy among the crew wanted
a whole Bible, so we found him one from
our stock. [QR233, April 1918, p. 11]

I had a good time with the men—a
mixed crew of Scotch, Japanese,
Norwegians, and English. I distributed
twelve Japanese Gospels, and to each of the
others I gave a Gospel, besides many other
nice books and magazines. [QR233, April
1918, p. 12]

And notes from soldiers have a
special meaning.
I take this opportunity of thanking you
for the New Testament which I found
enclosed in the Balaclava helmet; it is a
comfort to know that there are people who
are trying their best to cheer the soldiers
and sailors in these trying times. [QR233,
April 1918, p. 9]

A makeshift Influenza ward for soldiers
at Camp Funston, Kansas
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By August the Spanish flu virus (called
Spanish although its first cases were
in the USA; cases were underreported
everywhere except neutral Spain, giving
a false image of the extent of the illness’s
spread) had mutated into a more deadly
form, striking down healthy young adults
with a previously unknown rapidity.
This was the second wave of the flu.
Outbreaks occurred in France, Sierra
Leone and Massachusetts, USA, and
reached Glasgow and then London before
spreading round the world. Health workers
were not immune; many communities,
already depleted of doctors because of the
war, were left without adequate medical
care. Shops, entertainment and even
churches closed in hopes of stopping the
spread. Farms were left untended and as
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crops went unharvested starvation set in.
It would be a year before an end would be
in sight.
Other events of the summer included the
killing of the Romanovs—the Russian
Imperial family—who had been forced
from power following the 1917 Russian
Revolution. Theyy
were first
imp
imprisoned
in Siberia
S
an
and then
ex
executed
en masse
in the
ba
basement
s
of their
ov
an
m
The Ro
d
dwelling.
In the following months
others from the wider Russian royalty
would meet a similar demise. Also, in midJuly RMS Carpathia, the British ship made
famous in 1912 for being the first on scene
to help rescue victims of the sunken RMS
Titanic, was itself sunk in the Atlantic by a
German U-boat.

Finances were not the Society’s
worst deficit; it was supplies.

Notwithstanding the increased cost
of materials, and the great diﬃculty of
obtaining supplies in all departments
of the Society’s work, it is able to show
a more than satisfactory Balance-sheet.
[AR87, July 1918, p. 8]

The need for God’s Word only
increased as the war waned.

In these days of national and domestic
anxiety, caused by this unprecedented war,
many feel that we are in the midst of great
changes and disquieting inﬂuences, and,
therefore, the more urgent need exists to
put the Word of God in the hands of all.
[AR87, July 1918, p. 7]

The village homes of England have

an endearing charm to the Englishman,
yet in this favoured land of Bibles the
testimony is that in many a country
village the people seem to be ignorant of
the Word of God. We thank God for the
hundreds of wayside workers who are
quietly scattering the seed of the Word of
God. [AR87, July 1918, p. 12]

Work among our Soldiers is of
paramount importance. When we think
of our brave men, who have gone forth
from our great cities, and our village
homes, from counting-houses, and shops,
from factories, and foundries, from
Professions and Practices, to guard and
protect our homes, and ﬁght for the right,
surely we ought to provide them with
the Bread of Life. How many thousands
have gone forth never to return again.
They have given their lives to shield us
from a cruel enemy. The least we can do
as Christians is to put into their hands
that Book which will reveal Him, Whom
to know is eternal life. [AR87, July 1918,
p. 13]

Autumn 1918
On 12 September 1918 British Prime
Minister David Lloyd
George stated in a speech
in Manchester, England,
‘We are not at the end
of the journey. There
are some more steep
gradients to come. There
may be dark tunnels,
Lloyd George
but they will be short.
The worst is over. I tell you that as one who
has been watching from the inside closely
for over four years. … I do not want to
exaggerate the victory, for the end is not
yet … [but] The Germans are under no
delusions now.’3
The fourth quarter of 1918 began with
members of the Central Powers privately
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sending notes to the Allies proposing
an armistice. The Allies responded
by demanding a full evacuation of
occupied territories as a first step before
any agreement could be considered. In
the interim the Allies recovered France
and Belgium. By the end of September
Germany had suspended all submarine
warfare and mutiny broke out in the
German fleet, leading the country to ask
for an immediate armistice. The Allies
agreed, basing their proposal for peace
on President Wilson’s Fourteen Points
as given in his January speech. In early
November Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicated,
leading to the formation of a republic in
Germany.

fighting continued as news of the signing
spread relatively slowly among the
opposing forces. It took a week for news
to reach Africa and for the combatants
to lay down their weapons, and longer in
other pockets of resistance.
Death, exacerbated and perhaps even
instigated by the war, did not stop,
as Spanish flu continued unabated
worldwide.

Foreign language Bibles continue to
be requested.

From Rhodesia: Bibles, Gospels, and
‘Jonas’ are very acceptable, as also the
Scripture leaﬂets. You say you still have
600 ‘Jonas’ in the Lambu language. When
quite convenient to yourselves, we will
add to our indebtedness by your sending
them to us book post. [QR235, October
1918, p. 6]

I beg to ask if you will kindly let me
have a portion of the Old Testament in
the Yiddish—say, the prophecy of Isaiah—
for a wounded soldier in a hospital in my
district, who is a Jew. I would like much to
give him a portion of the Old Testament
Scriptures in a language which is said to
be familiar to the Jewish people. I placed
copies of the Bibles and Testaments you
kindly sent me in a military and naval
hospital. I read with regret that some of
our Highland men that are brought into
hospital after losing all their belongings
never see a Bible there. [QR235, October
1918, p. 8]

The Armistice signed on Ferdinand Foch's private train parked
in a railway siding in the forest of Compiègne

It was voiced abroad that an armistice
would be signed on 11 November, but in
the day before the signing nearly three
thousand military men were lost. On
the day of signing, at 9.30 a.m., British
soldier George Edwin Ellison died—the
last official British death before the
Armistice. The American soldier Henry
Gunther, who died at 10.59, was the
last Allied casualty. The Armistice was
signed in the French town of Redothes on
11 November at 11.00 a.m. It went into
effect immediately, bringing an official
end to World War I hostilities. However,


You will remember sending me a
Hebrew Testament and the party for
whom it was intended being away? There
was another Jew in one of the training
camps who wanted a Hebrew Bible,
which he got through a divinity student,
and they studied the Word together; so the
Testament is very useful in the training
camp. [QR235, October 1918, p. 9]
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I acknowledge with best thanks the
parcel of German Testaments you so
kindly sent us. We appreciate the gift,
and will post them to a Scripture-reader
visiting a hospital where there are
German wounded. [QR235, October
1918, p. 10]

A Mahometan sailor asked for the
book which contained the words ‘God so
loved the world’, etc. Lascars (especially
Punjabis) are often seen in groups at our
Asiatic Seamen’s Institute reading the
Gospel to one another. [QR235, October
1918, p. 13]

We had a torpedoed crew of Swedish
sailors, thirty in all. Each got a copy of
a Testament in his own language. In
broken English they said, ‘Me never part
with this’. This is only one instance out
of the many that have come under my
observation since the war began. Three
thousand Testaments have been given
away by myself personally to our Navy
men, R.N.R. men, and mine-sweepers.
Not one has refused a copy, while all have
thanked me sincerely for them. [QR235,
October 1918, p. 13]

And on the home front Scriptures
are welcome.

The parcel of Scriptures will be a
blessing to the old railway-men serving
under the colours and in the hospitals in
this district. [QR235, October 1918, p. 9]

Your Army Testament in particular is
greatly appreciated and is a most suitable
gift for a soldier. [QR235, October 1918,
p. 10]

I wonder if you could possibly send
me a few small Gospels to give away to
the poor I work amongst. I do a good
bit amongst inmates in workhouses and
hospitals, and I have a great use for small
Gospels, and I also send out a few to boys

still at the Front. [QR235, October 1918,
p. 11]

My men appreciate [your leaﬂets]
greatly, and again and again did they
pass round the Scripture leaﬂets, which
I personally like so much. I am against
using tracts of the usual unintellectual
type, but your leaﬂets meet my need, for
they are well printed and the titles are so
appropriate. [QR235, October 1918, p. 11]

I gave [a Bible] yesterday to a corporal
who is on the Instruction Staﬀ, and who
is going in for a commission. Before I got
to know him I overheard him say that
he had no use for religion. Yesterday he
said to me, ‘I believe you will have me
converted yet’. There is another man here,
a great reader (I am looking after the
library now), and he is supposed to be an
atheist. I gave him a Testament, and he
took it and promised to read it. He has
had a lot of suﬀering and sorrow to bear
since the war began, and perhaps that has
soured him. The Colonials don’t seem
attracted to [religious] meetings; but they
are not irreligious, and perhaps I must
just try to approach them individually. I
have made friends with quite a number,
and they are such ﬁne fellows. [QR235,
October 1918, pp. 11-12]

I have some tales of sorrow to tell
about the loss of old sailor friends. My
oldest friend at the mission, a Christian
man and captain, was mined outside
Cork Harbour. About six weeks before his
death he told me he knew that his only
hope was the Precious Blood. Another
captain was converted at our mission
about a month before he was torpedoed
and went down in his ship. Another old
friend went out of this port; neither he
nor his ship has since been heard of.
Another boat, out of which six or seven
men used to come to the Sunday evening
service, was mined, and twenty-two
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sailors drowned. [QR235, October 1918,
pp. 12-13]

I heard a call from a boat in the middle
of [Surrey] dock. They told me their boat
had been submerged in the Thames and
spoilt everything in the cabin, ‘and the
Testament you gave us three years ago is
spoilt. Can you give us another?’ I gladly
did so, and was pleased to know they read
it, and missed it when they lost it. [QR235,
October 1918, p. 13]

1919:
peace at last

Delegates at Versailles

The first year of peace, 1919, began
with the conference in Paris where on
18 January negotiations on the Treaty of
Versailles started. The various signatories
ratified the treaty that summer. Also in
January a League of Nations was proposed,
to be founded the next year. The third wave
of the Spanish flu, much less virulent than
the second, continued to infect but by mid
summer had run its course.

TBS notes the Armistice.

We little realized when we issued
our October Quarterly Record, that
an armistice would be declared on
11 November. It was a pleasing feature
that amid the enthusiastic outburst of
joy throughout the country, which was
but natural, there was a sobriety and
a chastened feeling that victory had
been obtained by immense sacriﬁces
which somewhat subdued the otherwise
exuberant spirits of the people, while the
King and Parliament set a good example

On 11 November 1919 the first Armistice
commemoration was held at Buckingham
Palace, setting the stage for annual
Remembrance Day tributes.

Tyne Cot Cemetery, Flanders , bears
testimony to the enormity of the human
cost of the war
Estimates show military losses on both sides
at about 10 million deaths and 22 million
wounded, many maimed for life. If one adds
civilian deaths and casualties, including
disease and starvation directly related to
the war, the human cost of World War I was
nearly 40 million .
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by acknowledging the hand of the Lord
in the victory that had been vouchsafed to
us and to our Allies, and that throughout
the country there was a spontaneous
holding of thanksgiving services in
churches and chapels. The King attended
the thanksgiving service at St. Paul’s on
Tuesday, 12 November, as well as the
service of the Free Churches at the Albert
Hall on Saturday, 16 November.
The readiness with which the King and
Queen entered into the joy of their people
was a pleasing feature of the way their
Majesties have entered into the sorrows
and anxieties of the nation throughout
the terrible war, and their driving through
the streets of London without an escort
after the armistice had been declared was
an evidence of the conﬁdence they had in
their subjects. May this loyal feeling ever
continue throughout His Majesty’s great
empire.
Never perhaps in the history of nations
has such a Peace Conference been held,
at which great and momentous questions
will be considered, which will inﬂuence
the destinies of the nations of the world.
May we be much in prayer that wisdom
may be granted to the members of the
Conference to arrange the terms of peace,
so that the highest good for all the nations

may be conserved, and that a lasting
peace may be the result. [QR236, January
1919, p. 3]

Many TBS supporters took the
events of the beginning of 1919 as
opportunities to expand the work of
Scripture distribution.

We all rejoice that the terrible war is
over, and our hearts are ﬁlled with true
gratitude to Almighty God that He has
vouchsafed to us and to our Allies this
victory. The work of distributing the
Scriptures among our men will go on for
some time to come, for the demand comes
in week by week; so that we still look to
our friends to help us to sow the seed of
eternal life among our soldiers at home
and abroad. [QR236, January 1919, p. 9]

However, as TBS noted,

In presenting the Eighty-eighth
Annual Report to the supporters and
friends of the Trinitarian Bible Society,
the Committee desires to oﬀer their
heartfelt praises to Almighty God for the
Armistice which was proclaimed on the
11th November last; and sincerely prays
that a lasting and abiding peace may
result in good-will among the nations.
The opportunities of circulating the
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Scriptures of Truth have been very many
during the War. On the other hand, the
present upheaval among the nations, as
well as in our own land, is an evidence
that this terrible war has not solemnised
the minds of the people to the extent
that it was hoped. A reaction has set in
which indicates that the love of pleasure
has increased, and that true religion and
virtue are losing their hold upon the
people. [AR88, April 1919, p. 6]

of circulating the Scriptures. [QR236,
January 1919, p. 5]

Thus,


As we anticipated a year ago, the
cessation of actual ﬁghting, and the return
to a more settled condition of things, has
made the circulation of the Word of God
in all parts of the world more urgent.
[QR240, January 1920, p. 6]


We are looking forward to a great
extension of our work in Foreign
Countries as the result of the Armistice,
and (we trust) the Treaty of Peace which
is now under discussion. There are many
countries which have been closed to all
literature of any kind during the War, but
are now being opened up. [QR237, April
1919, p. 10]


Although we hope that the worst of
the ﬁghting and terror of the War are
over, there is still great need for the spread
of the Word of God among our sailors
and soldiers both at home and overseas.
[QR237, April 1919, p. 8]

I

n London on 10 January
1920 the League of Nations
met for the first time, marking
the final end of World War I.


Although the late war has closed
the Ports of many Countries to our
Scriptures, the English and some Irish
seaport towns have been open. We hope
shortly to send our Scriptures again into
those countries whose ports have been
closed during the war. [AR88, April 1919,
p. 11]

Endnotes
1. Ronald J. Pestritto, Woodrow Wilson: The
Essential Political Writings (Lanham, MD, USA:
Lexington Books, 2005), p. 254.


There are still a considerable number
of openings for circulating the Scriptures
among our Sailors and Soldiers. Many
opportunities occur whilst engaged
in this service for speaking a ‘Word in
season’, which is not always in vain. In
some directions, special eﬀorts are made
for the formation of ‘Bible Study’ classes,
with very good results. [QR239, October
1919, p. 9]

2. The first Lord’s Day of each year during
the war was set aside as a national day of
prayer, as were other days, in particular
4 August (1916 to 1918) commemorating
the anniversary of Britain’s joining the war.
3. Lloyd George’s Message (London, England:
Smith and Sons, n.d.), digital.slv.vic.gov.
au/dtl_publish/pdf/marc/42/741236.html,
accessed 24 September 2018.


We anticipate that as soon as our ships
are set free for trade purposes, there will
be open doors for the circulating of the
Word of God in all parts of the world.
Surely the nations who have been allied
with us in the war will also be allied
with us in commerce, and through these
means there will be great opportunities

For the previous articles in this series, please
see
Part 1: Quarterly Record no. 609
Part 2: Quarterly Record no. 614
Part 3: Quarterly Record no. 621
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The Word of God
Among All Nations
Although certain phrases and expressions used in these letters may not
ot
be doctrinally accurate or in correct English, we reproduce the letters
rs
essentially as received, knowing that the Lord is using His Word to thee
glory of His Name and the furtherance of His Kingdom as the Scriptures
es
are distributed among the nations of the world.

Europe
From a mission in the UK
I wanted to write and thank you for
the 27,000 calendars which you sent
to us near the start of the year. Most went to
Derby and our dear friend worked tirelessly
to put the Words of Life through the doors
of thousands of homes. He commented
on how he was careful that none went
to waste—apart from one which was
accidentally damaged but which he kept
for himself. The several thousand which we
were able to distribute were most gratefully
received. A few notable conversations were
as follows:

Man working in garage stated how his
wife had been wanting a calendar.

thank and encourage us.

Lady by bus stop was really pleased with
it—took some for others.

Shop keepers pleased for us to leave
some on counters for others to take.

Charity shop: one assistant didn’t want
one and none for counter—then manager
was pleased, wanted one for self and some
for counter.
A thousand were also sent to Ghana where
they were distributed around a village
by a family member and were gratefully
received. Only the Lord knows how many
souls have turned to Him as a result of these
surplus calendars. Many more could be
brought under conviction as God’s Word
does its powerful work month by month. So,
thank you again for these calendars, bearing
the words of eternal life. God bless you all.


Man in car: daughter died before
Christmas—he himself had had heart
attack—hadn’t been out so unable to get
calendar. Able to witness.

The Americas
T


Man in car by his house tried to stop us as
thought it was junk mail—when told what
it was he was pleased and really wanted it.

FFrom Holguin, Cuba
I am
a very grateful to have been
sent calendars; they have really been
sen


Received phone text from Christian to
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according to John in a school in the
outskirts of Santa Cruz. In these barrios
there is much delinquency, and it is here
where our brother is working. He carried
out an evangelistic project, presenting
it to the director and teachers at a local
school, and they were very happy to
open their classroom doors in order for
the students in Primary Grades 1–6 to be
taught Biblical principles, which he sees
as necessary and urgent in the lives of the
children in this area. Currently in Bolivia
the curricular network of ‘Religions and
Spiritual Values’ requires that everything be
taught, such as adoring Pachamama (an
ancient Andes goddess), the sun god, the
Ten Commandments, and in the end a little
bit of everything. But thanks be to God,
the teachers in the school agreed that the
Bible is the best textbook for this subject.
They began with the Gospel according to
John, giving one to each student. The photo
shows the excitement of the children upon
receiving these booklets! May God permit
that the doors of the schools where it is still
permitted to teach the Bible not be closed.

Calendar distribution in Cuba

of a lot of blessing for us. When we have
thought that we are shut off from the world
we feel an immense sadness, but when
seeing brothers that worry about us and
make every effort to get to us, our heart
gets full of joy. Thank you for creating that
bridge between you and we, God bless
you. I attach a photo for testimony to have
received. I deplore the delay but calendars
took time to arrive.

FFrom Bolivia
I’m sending a picture of the
distribution of the [Spanish] Gospel
d

Portuguese Scriptures in Brazil

FFrom Brazil
Grace and Peace, beloved brethren in
G
Chr Jesus. We carry out evangelism
Christ
in several hospitals and asylums and houses
of recovery of chemical dependency here in
Brazil. We need small Bibles in Portuguese
language—an amount of fifty. We also
distribute your calendars in Portuguese
language; we need two thousand calendars
in Portuguese. God bless your Ministry.

Reading the Gospel in Bolivia
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From the Dominican
Republic
September 2017 a Category 3
hurricane, with winds up to 185 km per
hour and intense rains, hit the northern
coast of the Dominican Republic. This
caused tremendous destruction in many
cities, and many churches were affected,
losing all that they had. In late 2017 a group
of young Christians received evangelization
training in order to go to the affected
areas and share the Word of God. Sociedad
Bíblica Trinitaria supported the seminary
by sending 1,000 copies of the Gospel
according to John in the evangelization
efforts to the areas affected by the
hurricane. Thank you for this donation, and
when possible, please send more Gospels
and New Testaments, as the demand is
great!

Romania and we gave a free Bible to each
participant. I compiled the list of names for
the small Windsor. We heartily appreciate
this gift from TBS once again. Also, thank
you again for the Hungarian Bibles that
we distributed to the children and teens at
the camp in Romania—it was appreciated
by all! Earlier this year, we donated 50
Hungarian Bibles to a group of young
people. These were shipped from London to
an address in Romania.

FFrom a Christian school in
Ontario, Canada
O

Scriptures ready for distribution in India

Th Canadian young people
The
participated in a summer camp program in

IIndia
From Anagar, India
God bless TBS to continue your Bible grants
for next year. We would be happy to receive
200 Hebrew and Greek and some English
Bibles as we are blessed by you since 2007,
and one large print study Bible for me.

Bibles for summer camp participants
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can really help and the New Testaments
200 copies. We also visited the prisons
and hospitals but we are not allowed by
the government to take pictures. Many
people have been transformed by reading
the Bible, teaching, getting saved, Bible
study groups, home fellowship and ways
of working for the church of Christ all over
to grow in maturity. Thanks so much. I pray
that the Almighty God opens up ways for
you to get the funds to print and send out
the materials to different people in the
world.

Africa
A
FFrom Uganda
Greetings in the Lord Jesus Christ. I
G
wan to thank you for the work you’re
want
doing in the world, and I too thank you for
the materials you sent to me. Some of the
people who got the Bibles you sent to me
are leaders of different places; one is from
the church, one is a Sunday School teacher,
the next one is a Bible study leader, the
next one is one of the people who were
Muslims and became a Christian, and
another is a school teacher. All in all the
above people are doing a great work
for the Lord. Some of the churches who
benefited from the calendars of this year:
I always go and make a follow up to get
what the impact is and this year many
people got saved in the churches. They use
the calendars every day and on Sunday
they meet in the evening and share what
they have learnt during the week from
the readings. One primary school has
been encouraged by the teachers and
the parents to study the Bible using the
materials I received from you. They are
praying that they receive the copies of
2019 calendars to continue to grow in
Christ; they have been helped by reading
the Bible every day but they did not have
the materials like these ones to guide
them. From different places I visited are
people who have turned to be disciples of
Christ by doing the day to day evangelism,
from door to door winning others for
Christ. But the challenge remains one that
they use the words from the mouth and
not reading the Bible; that is why I always
request for the Bibles to help us give them
to have access to the Word of God which
they can deliver to others. Therefore I
kindly request you to help me with more
Bibles next year. Can I get 150 Bibles? They

FFrom South Africa
(Ed.: South Africa is a difficult country
(E
t get items into at the moment, and
to
there are numerous steps that we have to
take to get through customs. This is one
grant where customs delayed receipt but
the grantee was eventually able to receive
her calendars about eight months after they
were sent.)
Thank you for supporting us to distribute
God’s Word in such a magnificent way. I am
sure that there are many more testimonies
of how people were blessed with a calendar
that will only be revealed to us in heaven
one day but here are a few.

Many people were involved in
distributing the calendars in the Free State
Province as well as other Provinces in the
country.

The inmates of a prison outside
Bloemfontein requested beforehand for the
‘Jesus Calendars’. They utilise it for prayer
meetings in their cells and also for individual
daily readings. No other literature is allowed
in the cells. This is a living time for them to
build their faith in the Almighty living God
and to prepare for a meaningful life when
they leave prison.

A pastor of the South African Police
Service distributed about 600 calendars to
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policemen over the country. A policeman
from a far off Province phoned and said he
uses it daily in his quiet time. He could not
stop talking about the value it has added to
his life.

A lecturer at a local university stated that
when the administration tasks become
too much he stops and reads the verse
for the day and he is motivated to take all
challenges.

University students showed great
appreciation and came repeatedly to collect
more calendars from the distributor.

Terminally ill patients at an out-patients
department were encouraged when the
calendars were given to them.

Senior people at many old age homes
gladly received it. It is easy for them to
read because of the clear big print. It is
an encouragement for them to continue
to serve God in their age. Community
members get involved in the lives of the
aged when they visit and distribute the
calendars. The bond between believers is
strengthened.

It was given at a school to motivate
learners to read the Word.

Churches received the calendars with
appreciation particularly in under-privileged
areas where many of the people are of lower
education status. A single text is easy for
them to read.

Many businesses eagerly accepted the
calendars and put them in places from
whence customers could get it.

Some hand it out themselves to
customers.

In my own home God has used Scripture
verses on specific days to encourage me.
The text was so relevant for that day that I
just praised God that I have a calendar.

FFrom an English mission to
Africa
A
Two of the officials of the Free Grace
Tw
Evangelistic Association (FGEA) from Balaka
and Senzani left during the mid morning
hours for Chikwawa, carrying with them
the Bibles and literature for Chikwawa
Conference. The conference started with
registration of participants. Whilst the
registration was in progress those that had
been registered had a time of prayer. The
introductions started at about 10:30am
to about 11:00. It was after a five minutes’
break that we started the first session
which was about Bible versions and why
the KJV is the one which FGEA distributes.
At the end of this session, there were a few
questions which the participants asked, and
all the questions were responded and the
response satisfied the participants.
Next another pastor taught on the
importance of loving the Word of God. He
took his reading from the book of 1 John
1:1–3 and as he continued speaking he read
also these texts of Scripture: Deuteronomy
17:19–20 and Job 6:9. He said if anyone
loves the Word of God he will read it, study
it as the church in Berea and finally will be a
doer of the Word.
After lunch, another speaker took his
reading from Proverbs 22:6. Before sharing
about how the young can be taught the
Word of God he shared for a few minutes
about how the Muslims strategize their
work. He gave some verses of the Quran and
showed what it says about Jesus and the
Bible. Then he encouraged the participants
to engage in spreading the Gospel before
these other religions take over the world.
After this he taught about teaching the
young the Word of God. He spoke about
whose responsibility it is and what is it that
needs to be taught to the young, and then
spoke about the dangers of failing to teach
the young.
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Opening meeting in Africa

participants to not just heap the books
on the bookshelf or elsewhere but create
time to read them.

Asia
Conference pa
rticipants wi
th their

FFrom The Philippines

new Bibles

Greetings in Christ’s matchless
G
nam Thank you for the Bibles
name!
that you sent. I received the parcel just
today and I’m so happy that no payment
was collected from the government
like before. Thank you very much. The
recipients are very happy and very
thankful. I gave it to those who really
need it and also as an award to children
who could memorise the Scriptures
tthat they need to memorise. One of the
rrecipients was teary-eyed because she
was so happy to own one. I also have to
w
sshare some copies to nearby churches
who badly need Bibles. We are so sorry
we could not help in the production of
these Bibles. Be assured we are praying
for TBS. Thank you very much.

Then
it was th
the ti
time ffor
Bible and book distribution. The national
Coordinator took some time to explain
about the books on the distribution list,
showing the participants of what each
Bible on the list is compiled, the books and
booklets, those from TBS and those written
by the International Director. Final remarks
encouraged the

bution
ready for distri
Scripture packets
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